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Bringing the Promise of Agility to Enterprise IT
Panaya, an Infosys company, is a leader in SaaS change acceleration. Our solutions
reduce the time, cost and risk involved in change delivery to business applications
like SAP®, Oracle® EBS and Salesforce.com.
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Powered by big-data aggregation and analytics since 2008, Panaya Release Dynamix
Suite delivers real-time insights that help organizations determine dependencies,
accelerate testing, and ensure business continuity.
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Enabling Agile Business Applications
› Delivery Impact and Risk Mitigation - Panaya utilizes real-time code analysis
of your SAP, Oracle and SFDC applications and provides actionable insights into all
other impacted transactions to ensure those impacted areas have test coverage
and to predict the full impact of change, before changes are made.
› SAP & Oracle Change Acceleration - From maintenance to new functionality
to customization, ERP change is relentless. Designed to deliver benefits, change
projects also introduce cost, risk and complexity. Any change to your SAP system
will have downstream impact on multiple business processes. Panaya provides
a unique process-centric approach to application life cycle management with
Panaya Release Dynamix (RDx), a cloud-based enterprise agile delivery platform.
From initial business change request through to testing and production, Panaya
delivers the value of agile, continuous delivery to the world of ERP applications.
› Salesforce Change Delivery - The more complex your SFDC environment, the
more difficult it becomes to foresee the impact of planned customizations and
changes. Panaya Release Dynamix for Salesforce provides a 360-degree view of
the impact of changes, their dependencies, and recommended steps.

Customers
Panaya’s customer base spans over 3,000 enterprises worldwide, including a third
of the Fortune 500. These include more than 300 Panaya Test Dynamix customers
and over 50 ALM replacements. Panaya customers span various markets including
Utilities, Oil & Gas, Automotive, Manufacturing, Pharmaceuticals, Infrastructure and
Services.
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